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I will have the honor to receive “outside star of - - outstanding organization prize the 

abundant meeting”  

Altogether organizes more than 500 specialized audiences to participate in the second outside 

abundant meeting

    The other day, outside the abundant meeting organization committee awarded me the meeting 

“outside star of - - outstanding organization prize the abundant meeting” the title of honor and 

the awarding cup. 
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    On June 18 on ~21st, by Guangdong Province people's government sponsor, Guangdong 

Province Foreign Trade and Economic Department, Guangdong Province economy and the 

informationization committee, the Dongguan people's government undertaking's second session 

of Guangdong Foreign invested company product (selling internally) the exposition (hereafter 

refers to as “outside abundant meeting”) to hold in Dongguan. After I will receive the group 

duty, will take seriously, to organize, to insist carefully “the member first, the service will be 

supreme” outside the principle, will mobilize more than 350 purchasing agents, more than 500 

specialized audiences to participate in the abundant meeting successively, has completed the 

group task splendidly. (Xiong Guanghui)

    

    News link

Second outside abundant meeting achievement release conference (backgrounder material) 

[origin: Outside the abundant meeting organization committee issues the date: 2010-6-20 16:36: 

18]

    Conducts the Guangdong Foreign invested company product (selling internally) the 

exposition, is the Guangdong Provincial party committee, the provincial government carries out 

the scientific development concept, to promote the inside and outside economics and trade 

scientific progress action the innovation, is and the general Foreign invested company advances 

together, conspires the long-term development hand in hand practical handling. In the provincial 

party committee, under provincial government's correct leadership, saves Foreign Trade and 

Economic Department coordination to handle jointly with the province after Responsible units 

and each joint support unit and so on letter committee, Dongguan Municipal government, 

organizes carefully, outside the second session abundant in the abundant meeting exploration 
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and the practice foundation has outside the first session has further innovated and consummates, 

mainly will highlight six big luminescent spots: 

    First, the level is high, the organization construction is formidable. Outside the department of 

commercial affairs, country quality surveillance Examination National Related Ministries and 

commissions and so on Quarantine Bureau, national Development and Planning Commission care 

about and support outside Guangdong the abundant meeting, the department of commercial 

affairs take the abundant meeting special support unit, the overall direction development 

preparatory work, the department of commercial affairs business service takes charge of the 

Wang Desheng deputy head of the bureau to attend the opening ceremony and to represent the 

department of commercial affairs speech; The country quality surveillance Examination 

Quarantine Bureau measured the body for the Guangdong Foreign merchant Investment 

Processing trade Enterprise to draw up has handled the export transferred the selling internally 

production licence and the compulsory authentication (the CCC authentication) the convenient 

measure, the quality testing bureau product quality surveillance takes charge of Director Liu 

Zhuo bright to attend the opening ceremony; National Development and Planning Commission 

foreign Economics institute Manager Zhang Yansheng attends the opening ceremony and makes 

the keynote speech at the peak forum. The Guangdong Provincial party committee, the 

provincial government foreign abundant will take seriously, in spite of being very busy 

Guangdong Provincial party committee assistant deputy secretary, Governor Comrade Huang 

Huahua will arrive personally the congress, the management opening ceremony, Assistant 

Deputy Governor Wan Qingliang does begins the speech, saved leaderships and so on Political 

Consultative Conference Xu Shangwu Vice-President to attend the opening ceremony. The 

second outside abundant meeting's organization construction is more formidable: The exhibition 

sponsors by the provincial government, the department of commercial affairs supports specially, 

altogether has 3 Responsible units, 5 to do jointly the unit, 14 to support the unit specially, in 

addition has 17 Guangdong to be directly under the provincial party committee and the central 
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committee takes the joint unit in the Guangdong unit. Various departments and the organization 

collaborate together, successfully held for outside abundant meeting's has provided the 

powerful support. 

    Second, the scale is big, the product quality is fine. Outside the second session of Guangdong 

the abundant convention meeting accumulates 50000 square meters, location 2351, converges 

1058 Guangdong Foreign-funded enterprise, displays the electrical appliances, the electron, the 

clothing, the toy, food and so on 8 broad headings, ten thousand kind of best buys. The 

participation enterprise is the product quality perfect Guangdong Foreign-funded enterprise, 

sells the product by the quality safe, has the competitive advantage terminal consumable 

primarily, the specification is high, the scale is big, the variety are many, the quality is superior. 

To further guarantee that the participation enterprise's quality, organization committee 

secretary occupied in first session's practice foundation to work out the stricter quality check 

plan; first, in making participation enterprise registration standard time, not only the standard 

from high requested severely, moreover also listed 76 family property quality quantity not to go 

through a strategic pass, to have resells the location misdeeds the enterprise blacklist, when 

accepted the enterprise registration, kept them out the blacklist in enterprise; Carries on three 

round strict examination to the registration participation enterprise, to reexamine, guarantees 

the participation enterprise's quality, and, will access the net completely through the 

verification participation enterprise basic document, accepts purchasing agent's inquiry and the 

surveillance; When cloth exhibition, the job placement personnel, carry on the investigation, the 

surveillance to the participation enterprise, to does not conform to the related request 

enterprise, when cloth exhibition namely returns; Exhibition period, the industry and commerce, 

the intellectual property rights and so on Department concerned carries on the scene law 

enforcement, attacks the fake and shoddy product firmly. Through the penetration entire 

exhibition process's strict check measure, had guaranteed outside the second session abundant 

will participate the product fine quality. 
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    Third, affects broadly, ten thousand business converge. This exhibitions attracted ten 

thousand purchasing agents to attend the meeting, the exhibition venue view exhibition, 

purchased the personnel to be continuous, discusses the docking area to be full house. 

According to incomplete statistics, up to this afternoon up to, the admission participation, the 

view exhibition, purchases the personnel to surpass 80,000 people. This afternoon and tomorrow 

will be the public opens the date, estimated that the admission population greatly will also 

increase. This exhibition's purchasing agent strength is abundant, more than 8400 purchasing 

agents send out the formidable purchase team, carries on discussion docking with the 

participation enterprise. Has the investment world famous Commercial department in mainland 

China basic to send out to buy the hand to attend the meeting the purchase, 57 large-scale 

purchasing agents purchase the discussion area in the exhibition venue two buildings to set up 

100 locations, receives including the exhibitor the Production enterprise. Buys the hand and 

sells the hand face-to-face to consult, the atmosphere is warm, many purchasing agents to the 

modern design, the quality fine export products display the strong interest. 

    Fourth, the effect is good, the deal was active. According to the congress statistics, outside 

the second session abundant will altogether sign a treaty 5369 projects, the total volume of 

business 53,930,000,000 Yuan, the signing number of entry and the deal total amount abundant 

will grow 10.04% separately compared to previous outside and 5.95%. And the opening ceremony 

altogether signs a treaty at the same day 168 projects, the volume of business 35,800,000,000 

Yuan, grew 5% separately compared to last year and 13.29%, after the opening ceremony, to the 

present statistical closure, also signed 5201 new projects newly, the amount has amounted to 

18,130,000,000 Yuan. Sort according to the commodity volume of business size and the 

proportion, first three are in turn the domestic electric appliances class 18,700,000,000 Yuan, 

occupies the total volume of business 34.67%, the food drinks class 4,400,000,000 Yuan, occupy 

the total volume of business 8.16%, the clothing class 3,600,000,000 Yuan, occupy the total 

volume of business 6.68%, indicated that these traditional profession the product was still the 
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domestic market host hits the commodity. Outside this time abundant will sign a treaty the 

project to present the following characteristic: First, in the province profession business 

(association) will organize the purchasing agent will become the signing main body. Statistics 

indicated that the purchasing agent who and buyer signing project 4439 in the province 12 

profession business (association) will organize, the signing volume amounts to 28,100,000,000 

Yuan. And, saved the electrical appliances chamber of commerce, the province chain-like 

management association, the province enterprise federation to purchase divides the group to 

arrange at deal first three, the deal amount respectively is 15,700,000,000, 2,859,000,000 and 

1,732,000,000. Second, outside the province the purchasing agent becomes this signing project 

new force. The provincial government seven agency in a foreign country purchases are divided 

outside the province which the group organizes purchasing agent signing number of entry 263, 

the signing volume 7,017,000,000, accounts for the total separately 4.90% and 13.01%. If sold the 

field Limited liability company by the Guangdong Provincial government in Shenyang office 

launch's Changchun Europe and Asia to sign 3 hundred million purchase contracts at the same 

day at the opening ceremony, but before concluding some 10 hundred million purchase big list 

initially reached the intention. In addition, the Chinese supermarket union purchase joint 

conference organized the purchasing agent to finalize a deal amounts to 5,280,000,000 Yuan, the 

Chinese Chain-like Association finalizes a deal 1,320,000,000 Yuan. Third, the hundred millionth 

Yuan above projects become signing a big luminescent spot. Statistics indicated that in this 

session of signing project, above hundred million Yuan signs a treaty project 56, the amount 

32,960,000,000, 1,000,000,000 Yuan above project 10, amount 23,861,000,000. Like Soviet 

Ningxia, the country US, Dongguan collected the day source auto sale service Limited company 

to sign 1,000,000,000 above big lists separately, became this outside abundant meetings a big 

luminescent spot. Fourth, before outside the abundant meeting's recommendation can be able to 

achieve remarkable success with docking. The organization committee secretariat businessmen 

are invited to open companies group on March 22, in Beijing, Wuhan, Xi'an, Kunming, 
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Chongqing, Shenyang and so on domestic chief city has held 6 large-scale businessmen are 

invited to open companies recommendation meeting successively, and in the Guangdong Shunde, 

Dongguan, Guangzhou as well as Shanghai conducted four industry and commerce docking to be 

able with the recommendation symposium. Before these ten process careful plan and 

organization's meeting moves, not only will let in more homes and the province purchasing agent 

and the buyer foreign abundant will have the further understanding, simultaneously, also and 

made the substantial progress for the outside abundant meeting's grand convention to lay the 

solid foundation. 

    Fifth, the content is bountiful, docking platform convenient highly effective. Outside the 

second session abundant will divide into the opening ceremony, the product to sell, the docking 

purchase, the necessary activity, selling internally “the "one-stop" work style” to accept the 

service, the product quality surveillance and the exhibition venue order suit center and so on six 

big contents, sold, active in and so on purchase docking, policy speaking and domestic service 

counselling, "one-stop" work style service in the last year original product foundations, 

increased the foreign enterprises product selling internally peak forum, “transferred selling 

internally take the new domestic demand time's foreign trade” as the subject, the invitation 

well-known expert, the scholar, the related Government department and the profession 

authoritative source, foreign enterprises main item representative, how to further consummate 

Foreign-funded enterprise selling internally the policy, the expansionary action and the 

management mechanism has carried on thoroughlyDiscussion and exchange; Has added 

“outside the abundant meeting cup” newly the buyer golf sports match; Increased the 

outstanding exhibitor and purchasing agent's evaluation, selected the best demonstration prize, 

the outstanding organization prize, the best deal and most has the domestic potential product 

award 4 award items; Has supposed the product quality surveillance and the exhibition venue 

order suit center newly and so on, outside causes the abundant meeting each content 

arrangement to be more bountiful, becomes the service enterprise, the convenience enterprise, 
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the help enterprise's buying and selling docking platform truly, impels our province Foreign 

invested company and the domestic purchasing agent increases the contact, the development 

domestic market. 

    Sixth, the effect is remarkable, the merchant reflects warmly. For understanding outside 

abundant meeting actual result, organization committee special school staff to location 

widespread, thoroughly grasp the conditions. The attending the meeting merchant holds 

welcome manner generally to this exhibition. The purchasing agent believed that outside 

abundant will let company's purchase link whole reduce, the former company's group will 

purchase possibly must arrive at entire province each place and many enterprises carries on 

docking, will take time-consuming the trouble, but may direct and the many factories and the 

supplier discusses through the outside abundant meeting's platform, not only might find richly, 

conforms to the market demand product, moreover the quality could obtain the guarantee, has 

saved company's cost greatly, therefore, Wal-Mart, hundred thought buys, in Wuhan hundred, 

broad hundred and so on each big purchasing agent to send out to buy the hand to carry on 

discussion docking numerously to a building participation area with eight big profession 

exhibitors, and harvested quite abundant, Yi Goujin began the first day namely to reach more 

than 2000 ten thousand purchase intentions especially. Exhibitor's feeling is deeper. Already 

was two session of participation Dongguan wonderful sword technical ceramics science and 

technology Limited companies indicated that since last year after outside abundant meeting 

platform propaganda demonstration product, attracted large quantities of purchasing agents to 

discuss with it contacting, the product sales volume assumed time of fast growth, with the home 

money system, the communications system and so on many purchasing agents has signed the 

massive order forms. The Shantou vast space handicraft Limited company indicates, could not 

think that outside the abundant meeting's channel is such good, decided abundant will list as 

this department outside to participate in exhibition's first choice. 

Generally speaking, outside the second session abundant will make the very good progress, 
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obtained the numerous enterprise's approvals. The attending the meeting merchant generally 

believe that outside the second session abundant the abundant meeting content will be richer 

than the first session outside, the form to be diverser, the management to be maturer, the service 

to optimize, the measure to be more convenient, the deal night watch duty leap, the harvest is 

huger. The Guangdong Provincial government indicated that certainly continues to handle 

outside Guangdong the abundant meeting, and abundant will make certainly diligently into 

outside Guangdong Foreign-funded enterprise quality product selling internally the trade 

platform, the Foreign-funded enterprise and the domestic circulation enterprise docking 

exchange platform, the Foreign-funded enterprise demonstrates the product image the 

propaganda platform, for advancement Foreign invested company and Guangdong export-orient 

economy development, promotion economy steady quick development display major function!

    Attaching: Prize enterprise (unit) name list

Outside the second session abundant will win an award the enterprise name list

    (altogether evaluates four award items: Best demonstration prize 10, most have domestic 

potential product award 10, finalized a deal best prize 13, organizes prize 15 best. ) the concrete 

name list is as follows: (place does not divide successively)

    First, best demonstration prize (10) 

    1. Zhuhai Yuen Long food Limited company 

    2. east Dongguan Li revertex product Limited company 

    3. Dongguan robust leisurely and carefree equipment Limited company 

    4. Dongguan happy territory revertex electron product Limited company 

    5. Alley and electronic technology (China) Limited company 

    6. ohm Si Lang (China) illuminates the Limited company 
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    7. the Foshan Shunde area strength enters the steel skill metal product Limited company 

    8. Guangdong high Xiu garden product Limited company 

    9. Dongguan great easy to reach the satellite equipment Limited company 

    10. Guangzhou Sheng dragon electronic technology Limited company

    Second, most has the domestic potential product award (10) 

    1. Dongguan Hasegawa metal product Limited company 

    2. handsome valuable smart hot spring concept business (Shenzhen) Limited company 

    3. the Jingci US reaches the office equipment (Dongguan) the Limited company 

    4. Dongguan Paribas healthy equipment Limited company 

    5. the Foshan Shunde area strength enters the steel skill metal product Limited company 

    6. Dongguan Jiaseng Sound Equipment Limited 

    7. Dongguan dragon prosperous toy Limited company 

    8. Dongguan profits the clock and watch Limited company 

    9. Guangzhou cooperates the big rubber Limited company 

    10. Zhuhai sunlight child thing Limited company

    Third, best deal prize (13) 

    1. Guangdong Province electrical appliances chamber of commerce purchases divides the 

group 

    2. Guangdong Province wholesale market association purchases is divided the group 

    3. Guangdong Province enterprise federation purchases is divided the group 

    4. Guangdong Province physical distribution profession association purchases is divided the 

group 

    5. Guangdong Province chain-like management association purchases is divided the group 

    6. Guangdong Province food profession association purchases is divided the group 

    7. Shenyang five love the market clothing city 
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    8. north Beijing Xianghe furniture city Limited company 

    9. Changchun Europe and Asia sells the field Limited liability company 

    10. Dongguan collects the day source auto sale service limited company Nancheng subsidiary 

company 

    11. Wal-Mart 

    12. Carefour 

    13. especially Yi Gou

    Fourth, best organization prize (15) 

    1. North China purchases divides the group (the Guangdong Provincial government to manage 

in Beijing) 

    2. East China purchases divides the group (the Guangdong Provincial government to manage 

in Shanghai) 

    3. Northeast purchases divides the group (the Guangdong Provincial government to manage in 

Shenyang) 

    4. Central China purchases divides the group (the Guangdong Provincial government to 

manage in Wuhan) 

    5. the northwest purchase is divided the group (the Guangdong Provincial government in the 

west placement office) 

    6. the southwest purchase is divided the group (the Guangdong Provincial government to 

manage in Chengdu) 

    7. the Yunnan Qiangui fine jade purchase is divided the group (the Guangdong Provincial 

government to manage in Kunming) 

    8. Guangdong Province old shop association purchases is divided the group 

    9. Guangdong Province Business coalition purchases is divided the group 

    10. Guangdong Province general merchandise association purchases is divided the group 
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    11. Guangdong Province spinning and weaving association purchases is divided the group 

    12. Guangdong Province clothing association purchases is divided the group 

    13. Guangdong Province dining association purchases is divided the group 

    14. Chinese Chain-like Management Association 

    15. Chinese supermarket union purchase joint conference
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[I will have the honor to receive “outside star of - - outstanding organization prize abundant 
meeting”]
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